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As is well known, South Asia is home both to a vast number of different
languages and dialects (belonging to at least four different language families 1 )
and to extensive regional and cross-regional bi- and multilingual interactions be-
tween various combinations of these languages. This highly diverse and complex
linguistic picture is paralleled by a similarly diverse and complex ethnic panorama.
The relationship between the linguistic and ethnic scenes, in turn, rather than be-
ing one-to-one, is likewise of a highly complex nature.
Breton's Atlas attempts to map the resulting complex panorama, with focus
on the linguistic side, and drawing mainly on data provided by the censuses
which have been conducted every ten years since 1881. Among these censuses,
the 1961 census furnishes the foundation for most of Breton's presentation.
Part I is devoted to a 'General presentation of the languages and ethnic
communities of South Asia'. Chapter 1 (16-20) deals with 'India as an exemplary
laboratory for the coexistence of languages and ethnic communities'; Chapter 2
(21-39) is concerned with 'Language compared to other ethnic traits', including
'race', tribe, and caste. Chapter 3 (40-42), bearing the somewhat mysterious title
'From language dynamics to linguism', is especially concerned with the politics of
language and the creation in India of 'linguistic states', i.e. of states defined not
in terms of the political situation in colonial and precolonial South Asia, but on
the basis of majority languages. (This is the development that the term iinguism'
apparently refers to.)
Part II (43-189) is entitled 'The sixty plates with commentaries'. Different
geographical plates (or more accurately, maps) and accompanying mini-chapters
are devoted to 'The languages of India' (Plate 1), 'Indian languages and scripts in
the world' (Plate 2), 'Official languages' (Plate 3), different geographical regions
(Plates 4-36), 'Non-regional languages', including Sanskrit (Plate 37), English
(Plate 38), and (other) non-Indian languages (Plate 39), 'The linguistic states, the
media, and the metropolitan situations' (Plates 40-44), 'Ethno-linguistic issues
throughout the subcontinent and around', including plurilingual states elsewhere
in the world (Plates 45-50), and 'The linguistic situation up to the 1991 census'
(Plates 51-60).
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The volume concludes with 'Annexures' (190-204), including a language
classification chart; a 'Select bibliography' (205-208), a 'Language classification
and plate index' (209-219), and a 'Subject and author index' (220-230).
Breton's detailed maps will be of interest to specialists and non-specialists
alike, as helpful summaries of the census data, especially those of 1961. Part I of
his monograph will be useful for non-specialists, as an introduction to the com-
plexities of South Asian linguistic relationships. 2 Even the specialist will find
much to agree with, including sound observations on the lack of correspondence
between language and 'race' (21-22), useful information on language shift and
maintenance among the so-called scheduled tribes (22-31), and the claim that the
creation of linguistic states may have preserved India 'from the explosion seen in
other regimes and states, such as the USSR, Yugoslavia, or Czechoslovakia,
which failed to cope in time with the aspirations of their regional populations'
(41)3
Specialists will also notice a fair number of problems. The greatest of these is
the question of the reliability of census data. This is an issue that Breton, too, is
aware of and which he addresses several times, e.g. on p. 40, when he states that
'Mother tongue designations are, therefore, a mere symbolic manifestation of al-
legiance and not of any real cultural practices.' Unfortunately, Breton fails to ac-
knowledge similar conclusions by earlier authors. Especially significant is Bhat-
nagar's evaluation of the 1961 census (1967), which includes the finding that
there is nothing in the data to indicate the extent to which people claiming San-
skrit as their mother tongue or as an auxiliary language can actually speak it. See
also Kloss & McConnell 1974:3-42 (listed in the bibliography but not referred to
in the text), Shapiro & Schiffman 1981:178, Steever 1998:3-4, and many others.
At the same time, for all their flaws, census data are the only comprehensive
source for speaker statistics; and all publications that I am familiar with and that
are concerned with such statistics are based on the census data. This is true even
for the recent volume on 'tribal and indigenous people' edited by Abbi (1997).
More specifically, Breton notes the anomaly that the 1961 census lists only
two men and one woman as mother-tongue speakers of Sanskrit in Varanasi (a
major center of pilgrimage and traditional Sanskrit learning) vs. 52 women in the
small town of Kheri (Uttar Pradesh) and 89 in Ahmedabad (Gujarat) — with no
male mother-tongue speakers listed for either of these two locations (127-129).
His conclusion, as regards Sanskrit, is as follows (129):
... in linguistic identity as in other fields, the Hindu world deliberately
ignores standard situations and watchwords: individuals freely state
their wants and preferences ... and thus remain free to state any
speech, mother tongue or heritage language, whichever they decide to
honour most.
It is certainly true that speakers' mother-tongue declarations do not con-
form to what linguists would consider to be mother tongue, namely native lan-
guage, and it is also true that speakers' responses are determined by factors such
as which language 'they decide to honour most'. However, I am not convinced
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by Breton's claim that this is something inherent in the 'Hindu world'. To sub-
stantiate this claim, Breton would have had to show that all of those who declare
Arabic or Persian their mother tongue are in fact native speakers and none of
them did so for emotional or political reasons. Moreover, my own reading of the
Sanskrit situation is that non-native speakers may declare Sanskrit their mother
tongue, not by deliberately ignoring the technical connotations of the expression
'mother tongue', but by misunderstanding the term as referring to a language to
which one is attached as if to one's own mother. Conversations during the 1999
Linguistic Institute with colleagues working on Meso-America suggest a similar
reinterpretation of the term in that area (far removed from the 'Hindu world').
Moreover, those Indians who have acquired an early native-like ability to speak
Sanskrit at home, in traditional settings, did not even learn the language from their
mothers, but from their fathers — speaking Sanskrit by and large was restricted to
men. (For further details see Hock 1988, 1992.)
In several cases, problems with Breton's presentation arise from the fact that
he is a geographer by training, and not a linguist. This is probably the reason for
several statements that are linguistically dubious or misinformed. Two examples
may suffice.
On p. 30, we find the odd statement that the 'Kota-Toda language is
strongly individualized between Kannada and old Tamil.' All classifications of
Dravidian agree that Kota and Toda are two distinct languages, that the two lan-
guages, however, are relatively closely related, and that as a group they are re-
lated to Tamil/Malayalam (whether old or modern); most classifications further
consider Kota/Toda most closely related to Tamil/Malayalam (± Irula) and more
distantly to Kannada and other members of South Dravidian. (See Shapiro &
Schiffman 1981:88-99 with ample references.)
While Breton recognizes the existence of language isolates, beside the four
major South Asian language families, he recognizes only two — Burushaski (in
the extreme northwest) and Andamanese (on the eastern periphery of the Bay of
Bengal). In so doing, he ignores the convincing arguments by Kuiper (1962,
1966) that Nahali likewise is an isolate in origin, although overlain by a large
amount of borrowings from various Dravidian and Munda languages 4 The fact
that Nahali is found in central India is significant, for it suggests a much wider
presence throughout South Asia of languages not relatable to the standardly rec-
ognized four language families and therefore raises interesting questions about
prehistoric bilingual interactions. 5
While problems of this sort diminish the value of Breton's work, they do not
do so fatally. As noted earlier, especially for the non-specialist the book offers a
useful introduction to the multilingual, multiethnic area that is South Asia.
Moreover, his bibliography contains a number of references that provide access
to more detailed or specialized information.
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1 Indo-Iranian (mainly Indo-Aryan), Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic (mainly Munda),
and Tibeto-Burman.
2 Specialists will find more comprehensive and detailed discussions in other, more
specialized publications, such as the comprehensive and sympathetic contribu-
tions on "tribal and indigenous" languages in Abbi 1997.
3 Compare the similar findings of King 1997 in his much more detailed investiga-
tion of the language politics of India.
4 B instead considers Nahali a "mixed" language. (19)
5 Witzel adds Kusunda in Nepal and speculates on the existence of several other
possible isolates (1995:100 with references). Note also Manchat in Himachal
Pradesh, listed as unclassified by Singh (1997: 69).
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